Controlling directed self-assembly of gold nanorods in patterned PS-b-PMMA thin films.
We present a facile strategy for the directed self-assembly of gold nanorods (AuNRs) in patterned block copolymer (BCP) thin films. Parallel arrangement of AuNRs relative to the geometric confinement generated by selective removal of one block domain was achieved. Deposition of AuNRs with aspect ratios from 3.3 to 5.8 was accomplished and the alignment of the NRs within the channels was controlled primarily by capillary forces and the channel geometry. Ordered AuNR assembly in the BCP pattern can be achieved at high surface coverages, >30%, though the surface coverage depends on the aspect ratio of the NRs. Larger NRs align in the channels more readily, but pack at slightly lower densities.